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Over 7 years of warehouse experience. Strong attention to details with good math
and analytical skills. Able to work in a challenging environment with goal-setting 
attitude. Highly skilled in counting physical products, conducting inventory audits 
and generating reports. Able to lift 75 pounds.

MARCH 2014 – PRESENT
INVENTORY CLERK II - ABC CORPORATION

 Requisition and maintain inventories of materials and supplies necessary to 
meet production demands.

 Recognized and reported defective material and equipment to shift supervisor.
 Closely inspected parts to ensure they were clean and free of contaminants.
 Teamwork for the inventory &amp; inspections co-operation and assistance with

the customers.
 Respected builder and leader of customer-focused teams - instilling a shared an 

enthusiastic commitment to customer service as a key driver of company goal 
attainment.

 Monitor and validate all inventories, perform cycle count of all products and 
perform monthly short dated checks.

 Maintain a log of all records and update all requisitions to ensure efficient cost 
transfers.

MARCH 2012 – PRESENT
CYCLE COUNTER/ORDER PICKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Pick orders for the ups orders which include lifting boxes up to 30lbs 
continuously throughout the day.

 Boxing the orders into the proper boxes as well as labeling and processing the 
orders.

 Load the ups trailer by hand as well as by a standing pallet jack if its required.
 As a cycle counter, my job consists of checking different locations ensure that 

the amount of actual cases matches the number of cases in the system.
 On a daily basis, I use an rf scanner to scan individual locations that hold 

different medical supplies.
 The locations are scanned so that I am able to count the number of cases that 

are in each location.
 We accurately and efficiently file inventory records in their appropriate files and 

ensure the personal workspace is organized effectively and efficiently.
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EDUCATION

Associate in Accounting - 2014(Colorado Tech Online)Diploma - 2003(South 
Johnston High School - Four Oaks, NC)

SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Warehouse, Production/Assembly/Automatic Press
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